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Chapter 1, TE page P, #2C "Accidently" is a less common spelling of "accidentally." Change "Accidently" to: Accidentally

Chapter 2, TE page S, Lesson to 
Enjoy—Tale

The birth and death dates given for James Baldwin are 
incorrect.

Change to: (1841–1925)

Page 103, Chapter 5 (TE) The analysis of sentence 6 is incorrect because "her" 
should be included with the adjectives that are 
modifying "cookies," not as an adjective modifying 
"favorite."

Delete the arrow pointing from "her" to "favorite" 
and attached the modifying line from "her" to those 
that are pointing to "cookies."

Chapter 6, TE page B, WONA Part g of the analysis script is incorrect because "your" 
is not modifying "favorite" but rather "kind."

Change part g to: Your tells us whose kind. So, your is 
an adjectival element because it modifies a noun. It is 
an adjective. (Draw the modifying lines and write adj 
in the elbow opposite the line with the arrow.)

Chapter 6, TE page B, WONA The labels on the sentence "What is your favorite kind 
of tropical bird" are incorrect because "your" is not 
modifying "favorite" but rather "kind."

Delete the arrow pointing from "your" to "favorite" 
and attached the modifying line from "your" to the 
one going from "favorite" to "kind."

Chapter 6, TE page B, WONA The diagram of the sentence "What is your favorite 
kind of tropical bird" is incorrect because "your" is not 
modifying "favorite" but rather "kind."

The diagram should be changed so that "your" is 
not attached to "favorite" but instead is on its own 
diagonal line (the same as "favorite") coming from 
"kind." It should be placed before "favorite."

Page 109, Chapter 6 Some clarification is needed regarding the use of the 
word "which" when referring to a person.

Add a From the Sideline teacher's note next to 
the pronoun table at the bottom of the page: The 
pronouns who, whom, and whose always refer to 
people and never to things. When the words what 
or which are used in a sentence, they generally refer 
to things; however, when what or which are used as 
adjectives modifying a person, that usage is perfectly 
acceptable.

Page 116, Chapter 6 (TE) The labels on the sentence "What is your favorite kind 
of tropical bird" are incorrect because "your" is not 
modifying "favorite" but rather "kind."

Delete the arrow pointing from "your" to "favorite" 
and attached the modifying line from "your" to the 
one going from "favorite" to "kind."
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To find applicable changes, find your version of the 
book listed below (e.g., Version 3.4). All changes listed 
under that version and any versions that follow (e.g., 
Version 3.5 and higher) will apply to your version.
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Page 116, Chapter 6 (TE) The diagram of the sentence "What is your favorite 

kind of tropical bird" is incorrect because "your" is not 
modifying "favorite" but rather "kind."

The diagram should be changed so that "your" is 
not attached to "favorite" but instead is on its own 
diagonal line (the same as "favorite") coming from 
"kind." It should be placed before "favorite."

Chapter 6, TE page O, Lesson to 
Enjoy—Tale

The birth and death dates given for James Baldwin are 
incorrect.

Change to: (1841–1925)

Chapter 7, TE page AC, Sentence 
Bank

Edits have been made to the sentence analysis in step b. Delete the original From the Sideline note and change 
step b to the following:
“Are there any coordinating conjunctions?” (Choral 
response: “No, sir, but there is a semicolon.” Mark 
the semicolon with angle brackets, or wings.)
After step b add the following From the Sideline note:
From the Sideline: Note that a semicolon is identified 
and marked as a comma and coordinating conjunction 
would be.

Chapter 8, TE page AB In the diagram, the line that precedes the word "uncle" 
should be a diagonal line slanted back toward the word 
"is."

Make the line preceding "uncle" a back-slanted 
diagonal line.


